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Prayer ala carte
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Web project allows users to build their own siddur
yet available easily to manipu- them in launching their varilation and remixing, adopting ous projects. During the sixAharon Varady always and tweaking for people who week program, fellows have
dreamed of putting together want to use the siddur as a a designated work space,
his own prayer book. Realizing spiritual tool."
whenever their full schedtliatl manY'People..ra mclulling
While the new site fa- ule of skill-building sessions,
himself - often see prayer as cilitates the study of Jew- --" Lunch N'- Learn" forums
a ,dull and robotic .e~ercis.e in ish liturgy, he says, its main and field trips allows it.
the fulfillment of a religious purpose is helpin~those who
duty, he thought for years are dissatisfied wifh the way
Sparking
about ways to enable people to conventional siddurs dictate
a paradigm shift
create their own prayer book, prayer. "People don't feel
Ariel Beery, the New Yorkor siddur, in order to make the they can be engaged with
_._their prayer," Varady says. born co-founder and director
most of their experience.
A fellow at this year's Pre- "It's programmed for them." of the PresenTense Group,
senTense Institute, Varady
Varady is one of sixteen believes that Varady's projearlier this mon~h finally em- fellows currently participat- ect might "spark a paradigm
barked on a daring project, ing in the Jerusalem-based shift in how we approach indicreating a tool for "individu- PresenTense Institute, which vidual spirituality and group
als and groups to build the sid- for the third consecutive coordination in an age of
dur they've always wanted," summer invited Jewish so- radical interdependence," as
cial entrepreneurs mostly he told Anglo File this week.
as his Web site explains.
Varady's Open Siddur proj- from English-speaking coun- "If we've learned anything
ect aspires to funnel all differ- tries into its headquarters on from Facebook it's that even
ent regional traditions, trans- Emek Refaim Street to assist though every person has their
lations, commentaries and
instructional notes that Jews
from the four corners of the
world have produced through
r
the ages into one Web application. The site will provide the
core liturgy and enable users
to freely add content, comparable to cooking Web sites
where food aficionados exchange and comment on each
other's recipes.
Similarly, at OpenSiddur.net
During its first two years, the PresenTense Instiusers can download different
tute hosted nearly 30 fellows who launched various
projects aiming to "equip the next generation of social
prayers, add creative translations, commentaries and other
entrepreneurs with the tools and ideas they need to go
"siddur recipes," as the 34out into the world and make a difference," as CEO Aryear-old Philadelphia resident
iel Beery put it. These projects range from Web sites
put it. Looking for an oriental
teaching Judaism via rap music to programs recruitversion of the morning servicing Israeli backpackers in India to help local orphans.
es or a rare medieval religious
A number of last year's fellows, however, seem to have
poem? Chances are that sooner
neglected their projects after departing the institute,
or later someone will upload it
with their Web sites lying barren ever since.
to the site, Varady assures.
But Beery insists that most projects do come to
"We believe the text of the
fruition . "Eleven out of our 27 [projects] are still
siddur is an aggregate of thouin operation, which means they have received folsands of years of inspired aulow-up funding or merged into other organizations,"
thors," Varady told Anglo File
he said. "Other projects have merged or morphed
this week. "This culture, which
or kept on a low flame, and other fellows went on to
right now is locked in text we
take their skills and work for Jewish organizations."
can [only] read on paper, is not
(Raphael Ahren)
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own page and profile, it is the
interaction [that] provides
the value people seek."
But the soft-spoken
Varady, a technology consultant and city planner by
profession, takes ~ a more
modest approach. "If there's
anything radical about my
project," he says, "it's that
an individual can start creating an archive of personal
prayers and keep it private
or share it with others."
He notes that his innovative project was inspired
by Jacob Freedman's "polychrome" siddur, which color
coded parts of the text to indicate during which time periods various prayers were
added. Freedman started
his project in the late 1960s
but never completed it. Now,
Varady says, the time has
come to once again try to create a prayer book for people
"who take their prayer very
seriously, or for independent
congregations that are struggling to create a relevant siddur for their community."
Varady realizes that some
people - especially those
who are proud to pray with
their grandfather's siddur
- will not be attracted to a
Web site offering prayer a la
carte, picking and choosing
texts from various geographic areas, time epochs and religious streams.
Yet he thinks his project
has the potential to make
praying interesting to those
who otherwise wouldn't.bother. "We can teach children
that prayer is important,"
he says, "but we can't take
for granted that this will be
relevant for them when they
are adults, when they have
a choice. What we can do is
provide the deepest resources for them to engage in this
essential creative process."

